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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 622 

FLIGHT TESTS OF AN AIRPLANE SHOVING DEPENDENCE OF THE 

KAXIEIUM LIFT COEFFICIENT ON THE TEST CONDITIONS 

By H. A. Soul& and James A. Hootman 

Data are presented to show the extent to which the 
maximum lift coefficient and, consequently, the minimum 
speed of an-airplane, as determined by flight tests, may 
vary tTith test conditions. The data shorn that CL may 

max 
vary by as much as 14 percent, depending on the altitude 
and rping loading at which the tests are made-, the position 
or motion of the propeller, and the rate at whi&h the an- 
gle of attack is changing when the maximum lift coeffi- 
cient is obtained. The variation of the maximum lift co- 
efficient with these factors, which are under the control 
of the test engineer, shows the need of standardizing the 
test procedure. A further variation is shown with wing 
conditions as affected by weathering and vibration, fac- 
tors that cannot be completely controlled. 

A. 

.- 

IBTRODUCTION 

General experience with the measurement of minimum 
s?oeds t-m3 maximum lift coefficients has in.dicated con- 
siderable diffitiulty in obtaining agreement between suc- 
cessive measurements on a given airplane, between nind- 
tunnel and flight. tests of a complete airplane, and be- .-. .- 
tmeen measured and predicted minimum speeds for a given 
airplane. Tho purpose of the Dresont paper is to presonf 
S.A.C.A. flight exporionce with ono airplane and to dis- 

- _ 

cuss the factors that were found to affect the minimu& 
speeds and the maximum lift coefficients obtained undor 
difforont test conditions. 
Reynolds Numbor, 

Tho factors investigated wore 
which was varied by changing the wing 

loading and altitude, propeller condition, rate of change 
of angle of attack, and wing-surface condition. The data 
were obtained in connection vith one phase of a general 

- 
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investigation of scale effect, which included a comparison 
of results obtained in flight with those obtained in the 
full-scale mind tunnel. 

APPARATUS AND METHOD 

The Fairchild 22 airplane used in the investigation 
is a small two-place parasol monoplane powered with a 145: 
horsepower Varner engine and equipped with a specially fin- 
ished ming of rectangular plan form and N.A.G.A. 2Rl12 
section. The wing has semicircular tips and a slight 
trailing-edge cut-out at the center section (fig. 1). The 
mean chord, rhich was used as a reference length in the 
computation of Reynolds Numbers, is 5.21 feet. 

In order to reduce the effects of surface roughness, 
the portion of the wing including the leading edge and.ex- 
tending on the upper surface 18 inches and on the lower 
surface 12 inches back from the leading edge wag givon a 
vary smooth, uniform finish. The entire ning mas poliuhed 
and waxed at the beginning of the..flight tests and t.he. -. 
portion of the wing having the spe.cial finish was repol- 
ishod before each flight. A6 a furtharaid in Etacuring 
good flon.conditions, the gap betlvecp the wing and the ai- 
leron mns closed by means of a flexible fabric' seal. 

The recording instruments used in the investigation 
consisted of an air-speed meter, an angle-of-attack meter, 
an accelerometer, and a timer. The air-spoed recordor nas 
connected to a swiveling pitot-static head mountod on a 
light boom about one chord length forward of the leading 
edge of the right wing at the ,somispan and slightly bclon 
the plane of tho chord. This air-speed recording system 
was calibrated in flight by the use of-a 6uspondod stat-ic 
head as described in rofarencc.1. 

The angle-of-attack recorder consisted of a differen- 
tial-pressure-type yaw head mounted on a boom.similar to 
that omployod for 'the'air-sucod hoad but on the opposite 
side of the airplan.e, The installation of the booms is 
6hovn in figure 2, The angle-of-attack recorder vvas cali- 
brat-ed in stoady glides qith the aid of a recording in- 
clinometer by timing the a-irplane for a known change of 
altitude as indicated by a calibrated Kollsman altimeter. 
Tho 'accelerometer nas used to record the components of ac- 
coleration parallel to'the X and Z body aXAS. The 

- 
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timer vas used in determining the rate of change of angle 
of attack and for synchronizing the records from the dif- 
ferent instruments. 

The general metfiod employed..in the investigation was 
to fly t3e airalane with a known wing loading at the de- 
sired altitude at which either a series of steady glides 
or a series of pull-ups to the stall at various rates of 
change of angle of attack would be made. The flights mere 
made only when the air was smooth. The air speed, angIe of 
attack, and accelerations were recorded by the instruments 
as functions of time. The approxin?te time at which the 
lift coefficient reached a maximum in e&h r&n W&s obtained 
from an inspection of the film records.. The Gaiue of the L. - --. 
lift coefficient was then calculated for several instants 
at intervals of 1 second or less in the vicinity cf the 
time at which the maximum value was expected. 

In the calculation of the lift coefficients the re- 
sultant force acting on the airglane and its direction 
relative to the airplane axes were computed froin the ac- 
celeronetor records and tho weight of the airplane at- the - 
time of the tests. The lift L, which is defined as- the 
component of force normal to tSe wind axis, was determined 
from the resultant force and.the angle of attack. The 
neight for each flight was estimated from the weight bf .- .- 
the airplane and pilot obtained imrned%at-eTy after the 
flight by correcting for the fuel used.Xxi returning to the 
hangar. The dynamic pressure .q was c%taiEed by cbrrect- 
ing the pressure given by the air-speed head for-she posi- 
tion error. From the simultaneous values of L and q -.- 1 
so found, the lift coefficient nas computed from the rela- 
tion 

CL = L 
3 

in which S is the area of the wing (171 square feet). 

Variation of the Reynolds Number was secured by vnrg- 
ing the ving loading and the altitude at which the tests 
rere made. For the low Reynolds Number condition, the 
airplane was flown with the lightest bad and at the high5 
est practicable altitude. High Reynolds Humbers acre ob- 
tained by flying nith full service loading and 500 pounds 
of ballast in the front seat and at the lowest practicable 
altitude. 

- 
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Tests were made with the propeller stopped in both 
vertical and horizontal positions., idling, and turning at 
full speed. The rate of change of the angle of ittack was 
variod by changing the rate at which the control stick 
vas moved during the pull-ups, 

Although, as has been noted, the portion of the wing 
having a special finish was repolished beforo e.ach flight, 
some small-irregularities in the wing surface developed 
from tin-e to time orring to checking of the dope finish, 
particularly at the leading-edge reinforcement. In order 
to obtain an indication of the affect of the small ridge 
thus formed, several flights mere made in which a linen 
throad 6 feet long and having a diameter of approximately 
0.015 inch R~S attached to the central portion of the upger 
surface of the smooth wing about 3 inches back of the lead- 
ing edge. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the investigation are given in tabular 
form in tables I to V. Since minimum speed is d-ependent 
upon the loading of the airplane, as well as upon the lift 
coefficient, the results are given in most cases in terms 
of maximum lift coefficient rather than in terms of mini- 
mum speed. The corresponding percentage variations in the. 
indicated minimum speed for a given loading are ap2roxi- 
mately half as large as those for maximum lift coefficient. 

All of-the values given in the tables, with the ex- 
ception noted in table III, represent the mean obtained 
from four to six different runs made under supposedly iden- 
tical conditions in one flight. The values for all the 
runs from each flight mere averaged to increase the preci- 
sion of the final result-s. Table I has been included to 
shov the variation that occurred in the results of the in- 
dividual runs of the different flights as an indication of 
the precision to be expected nhen measurements are made 
under constant test conditions. Data from two re?res-enta- 
tive flights showing respectively the minimum and maximum . 
variations in the results of individual runs for a series 
of 20 flights are presented. Calculations made on the ba- 
sis of the results of this series of flights indicate a 
probable maximum variation in the values of CL of 2.6 

max 
percent and an average deviation of the individual results 
from the mean value of less than 1 percent. ' 

- 
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The air speeds given in table I are those o.ccurring 
at the instant the maximum lift coefficient was attained. 
It is important to note that the pccurrence of the maximum 
lift coefficient and of the minimum recorded air speed 
were rarely coincident, the speed usually continuing to 
fall off slightly after the beginning of the stall. The 
results of a typical run showing this effect are given. in 
figure 3 in which air speed, lift coefficient, and.eleva- 
tor deflection are ;ploCted against time. As will be -seen 
from the figure, following the .atGainment of the maximum 
lift coefficient, there is a short period during which the 
speed falls below the stalling ssoed before the increase 
normally associated with the stall is apparent. The mini- 
mum speed for the run shown is 0.8 of a mile por hour be- 
ion that corresponding to the ,maximum lift coefficient. 
It is believed that the difference .betmeen the minimum and 
stalling spoods rosults from an inertia effect similar to 
that occurring in nhip stalls and is dependent on the rata 
of change of angle of attack at tho stall and on the stall- 
ing characteristics of tho ning being tested. 

The attainment of a speed lower than the stalling 
sFeod in gr.adual pull-ups of the-type made is of practical 
importance only in regard to the Fossibld errors it may 
introduce in the results mhan the accelerations are not 
rocordod. If the air speed is recorded, it is balieved 
that the stalling speed may be chosen lvithout difficulty 
once the general character of the records is appreciated; .----. 
If an indicating instead of a recording air-speed meter is 
used, the observer should be familiar with the expected 
scquenco of events and should,discount any sudden changes 
in the reading of the indicator as the airplcno.noses over =--- 
or falls off on a wing following-tho stall; figure 3 shows 
such a change -occurring aft.er a timo interval of 8 sec.ohds. -. 

In connection with the measurements, care should be 
taken to secure an accurate calibration of the air-speod 
recording installation, particularly in the speed rango - - .-r-- just above the stall-.. For examgle, even though a sn~vcl- 
ing sir-speed head was used in this investigation and -<as 
mounted npproximatoly one chord length forward of the 
loading edgo, considerable correction was necessary, as 
shown in figure 4, for ono value of,the wing laading. As 
Sri11 bo notod, tho error increases rapidly as the stalling 
spcod is approached, showing that tho extrapolation of a 
calibration curve ahich.does not extend to the stalling 
speed may load to serious errors. 
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Effect of rato of change of an&e of Ittack - Tho ---- --- -.- .-_. --he- ' 
wind-tunnel tests nith yhich flight moasuromonts are gen- 
erally compared are usually made vith the model stationary 
and, for purposes of c.ompnrisoa, it would be desirable 'if 
flight--tests could be made in the same manner. Comparablo 
test conditions are very difficult to secure in flight, 
horaovcr, .becauso of--the unstable charector of the atmos- 
phoro. Any disturbance is likely to precipitate a partial 
stall of the airplane and, even if tho stall is only tom- 
pornry in character, the records obtained for the subso- 
quont comploto stall ail1 bo influenced by the so--called 
"hysteresis" sh'own by the lift curve. Moroovcr; many air- 
pianos cannot bo flown atoadily at the stall. In practice, 
the _arocodurc is either to fly tho airplnno at the mini- 
mum steady spacd or to increase slowly tho angle of attack 
until the airplane stalls. These two mothode are usually 
assumod to givo comparable results.. Actually, the diffor- 
enco‘ 3s cpprocinblo. Table II shows the difference intho _ 
results obtained for stondy glides and far pull-ups mado -- -. 
at the slonest possible rate at nhich the pilot cpuld be 
sure that the increase of angle of attack gas *continuous, 
The rata of change in the 
0.2O por soconh, 

angle of.at.tack avorugod about 
which corresponded to a speed dqcreaso of 

tho ordor of 0.5 mild por hour por second. Aa ail1 bo 
noted; tho tests showed a difforenco of approximately 3 
percent in CL for tho two methods. Further tests 

Pax 
rrero mndc in nhich the rate of pull-up was varied. The 
data from these tests are not given because it is impossi- 
ble to obtain consistent variation in the speed of the 
pull-ups, but the results indicate that CL increases 

max 
with the sneed of the pull-up. Thes.e conclusions hav-s-been 
substantiated by unreported tests of the airplane in the 
full-scale tunnel and of the 3,A.C.A. 2Rl12 airfoil alone. 
The airfoil tests indicate that the great-est increase in 
CL malt 

-lies between---dda/dt = 0 and dOc/dt = 0.2O per 

second, the increase between da/dt = 0.2' and 
0.4O 'nor second being only one-third as large. 

da/dt = 

Effect of uropeller.- --.----- The variation-in the max,$mum, 
lift coefficient with the propeller condit$on-is shorpn-in 
table III. It mfll be noted that with tho propeller 
stoppcd the lift coefficient depends to some extant upo-n 
tho propeller position. The differonce is usually not 
large and is probably within the precision of-the average 
test, but the small consistent increase that results when 
the propeller is stopped ip the horizontal position indi- 
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cates its presence. This effect is not of great importance, 
because it is usually obscured by factors over which-the-" 
test-engineer has no control. The e,ffect of rotation of 
the propeller, hoTever, is of importance. The data indi- 
cate that, for the airpiano tested, CI, is 4 percent 

greater for the propel1e.r idling at abo%x550.r.p.mo than 
for the propeller stopped vertically. It is, of course, 
to be expected that even for the same airslano tho diffor- 
cncc ~7fll vary with 'the'idling spood of the ongino, as*-= 
termincd by the throttle stop sotting. The offectof t$e- 
propollor vill.also vary with the geometric arrangement .of.- 
the airslane and.the relation of the progelle&r to the ning. 
The large increase in CL obta.ined with full--thrbttle, - 

max 
as shown in table III, is usually observed. . 

Effect of Reynolds 1Jumber.q. 'It -is generally understood 
that, in the agplic~tion of model data to a; airplane, al- 
lowance should.be made ,for an increase qf CL mitf;- 

max 

.- 

Reynolds Number. It isnot so widely apgreciated, however, 
that the variation of Reynolds Rumber for differon-t condi- 
tions t;lat may bo encountered during the course of a pro- 
longed sorios of tests may be sufficiant to proven6 the-at- 
tainment of consistent results. The variation-o-f. CL,,, 
with Reynolds Xumber is shomn in table IV. It is of inter- 
est to note that the increment 9s approximately the sama- 
for the two Fropeller conditions illustrated. As previqus- 
ly noted, thg.Roynolds Sumber wa.s varied by flying nith 
light loading at high altitude an.d vtth hcaq loading at 
loa altitude. The Teight variatfon nns from 1,625 to 
2,232 pounds, or 37 percent of the gross weight. for the>- 
lighter loading, :Thich is somerrhat lnrgcr than the poy.load 
of most airplanes. In tho present case tho difference .in 
noight accounted for abo-ut 84 percent of the change in 
Reynolds Humbor, tho altitude diffcrcncc having only a 
small offcct. It should bo noted, hono-vor, that even nith 
no change in the loading a large variation in R.eynolds Bun- ..-_ 
ber may occur if tests are made at lo-~i altit.ude is.-d$ntxr 
and at high altitude in summer. For-example, the varia- 
tion in the Reynolds Xumber corresgo,nding to a change' from 
an altitude of 2,000 feet and a temperature of 0' F. to an 
nltitude of 10,000 feet and a tompor-nture of 50' F. is a_n- .___- 
proximately 33 porccnt. -. 

Effect of rring --- condit1an.- The wing used in the tests 
had been in storage for a considerable period prior .t.ci the 
beginning of the _oroject. Aft,er the surface had been pre- 
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c 
cared-the wing tvas installed hnd.the airplane rigged for 
the tests. After several preliminary flights the airplane. 
was. tested in the full-scale-tunnel, tested in flighti, reu 
tested in the tunnel, and fanally retested again in flight. 
The time elapsing betneen the installation of the wing and 
the final test was 225 days. The data for a number of 
flights made under camp.arable conditions at intervals dur- 
ini this time show a small consistent decrease in CL,,, 
aith time. This docrease was particularly noticeable 
after the first series of tunnel tosts, aftor which a 
drop of more than 5 percent was observed. 

Observations showed somo deterioration of the wing 
finish during the flight tests which could not have been 
prevented. The .sag of the fabric between the ribs varied 
from day to day, probably with humidity and temperature, 
and the angle of. the.wdng setting on one-portion of the 
wing changed about 0.5 between the begfnning and the com- 
pletion of-the test-s. It is not believed that the results _ .._ 
of any one of these c-hanges by itselfcould~cau& .differ- 
ences in lift of.-the magnitude noted. No satisfactory 
explanation has been found for the large drop in the maxi- Y 
mum lift coefficient observed after the first series of 
tunnel tests, but it is believed that the relatively so- . 
vere vibration which occurred at the stall in the tunnel 
may have resulted in the immediate take-up of all initial. 
slack in th.e nfng rigging. This process would normally . 
have taken a considerably longer period of time in flight- 
The decrease in CL caused by the small ridge secured 
by doping a.linen thmzad to the unper surface-of tho wing, 
as previously explained, is shown-by tablo V-to be about 
1.4 Fercent. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Variations in the rate of change of angle of attack, 
the propoller condition, and the Reynolds Number are under 
the control of the test engineer.. The summation of the de-, 
viations observed, due to variations in these test condi- 
tions for the same wing condition, amountod for this air- 
plane to 14 percent, nhich illustrates the necessity of 
maintaining constant tost conditions if consistent rosUltS 
?re to be obtained, The desirability of standardizing tho 
toat procedure in measuring. CL and minimum speed, SO 

max 
that- the results of dif-ferent tests nil1 be to some extent 

* 

. 
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comgarable, is clearly shown. Obviously the test condi- 
tions should always be specified in giving the value of 
cL max 

or of the minimum speed of an airslane. 

It may be stated that, for a series of tests made 
over a relatively short period of time, all of which are . 
made at the same pressure altitude, with the Propeller 
sto_uped in the same position, with tho same tving loading, 
and with the angle of attack increasing to stall-as slowly 
as the allot can accomplish it by steady and continuous 

- motion of the elevator, the maximum dispersion in the 
values of CL and of minimum steed is unlikely to ex- 

max 
csed 3 percent and 1.5 percent, respectively, and the cor- 
responding probable errors should not exceed one-third. of 

-. .- 

these values. 

Tho condition of the wing, as affected by weathering, 
weaving, or warping, and by changes in the rigging is only 
partly under the control of the test engineer. If consid- 
erable time elapses or if the wing is subjected to reis- 
tively scvore strains bctmeen tests, it is possible,.at -- 

.;--. - 

least in tho case of a wing of mood aad fabric construc- 
tion, that the results of the later test may show a- Be:-. 
crease in CL max of several percent of the value obtained 

ahen the wing was first installed. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Natianal Advisory'Conmittee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., October 13, 1937. 
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TABLE I 

Variation. of Results Obtained Under Similar Conditions 

--;~~~~~~~~~~~~~max . 

ming surface roughened by doping thread on wing . --- --- 
1 20 ,675 

2 20,675 

I. 3 20,675 

4 20.675 
--- 
Average I 20.675 

-- 
45 2..195 

45 2.215 

45 2.198 

45 2.1'98 
--- - 

45 2.202 

Maximum dispersion in CLmax = 0.008, 

53.0 1,293 

53,3 1,299 

53.2 1.301 

-- --- 

or 0.6 percent 

---m-- 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
--- 
Average 

ming surface polished .v._ 

28.36 23.5 3.002 58,2 

28?36 23.5 2.995 58.3 

28.36 3.043 59.0 

28.36 3.055 59,2 

28.36 3.120 59.8 

--- - 3.04iY-j-z- 

1.478 

19470 

1,435 

1,424 

1.381 

1.438 

Maximum dispersion in C, = G.097, or 6.8 poraant 
"max --~ 
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TABLE II 

Effect of Type of Maneuver on CL max -"---- 

Maneuver Propeller condition 
--m-v- 
S teaay glides Stopped vertically 

Slon pull-ups Stopped vertically 2,245 1.320 

Steady glides Stopped horizontally 2,258 1,311 

SlOB pull~ups Stopped horizontally 2.200 1.366 
--- 

TABLE' III 

Variation of CL vith Propeller Condition 
max 

. Propeller condition Maneuver 

Stopped vertically Slow pull-ups 

Stopped horizontally Slow pull-ups 

st0gpOa vertically Slow pull-ups 

Stopped horizontally Slow pull-ups 

Stopped vertically Steady glides 

Stopped horizontally Steady glides 

Stopped horizontally Slow pull-ups 

Idling* Slorr pull-ups 

Full throttle Slow pull-ups 

*Only one run. 

Reynolds Number 
(millions) - 

2.245 

2.200 

2.840 

2.716 

2.207 

2.258 

2.238 

2.195 

1.957 
------ J- 

%I max 

1,320 

1,366 

1;456 

1,468 _--.- 

1.290 

1,311 

1; 339 

1,395 -- 

1.732 
- 

. 
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TABLE IV 

Variation of CL with Reynolds Number 
max 

Beynalds Number 
(millions) 

------------- 
2.260 

3.020 

2.200 

2.716 I 

----- 

CL max 

1.325 

1.467 

1.366 

1.468 

12 

-- 

Propeller condition 

--- 
Propeller vertical 

Propeller vertical 

Propeller horizontal 

Propeller horizontal 

TABLE V 

Variation of. CL with ming Surface Condition 
max 

Ring surface. condition 
--.-------P-P- 

Highly polished 

Throad on upper surface 2.202 1.298 

Reynolds Number 
(millions) 

.--_--- 
2.204 

CL 
.- 

max 
--- 

1.317 

---------- ---- - 
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Fi.,ve l.- Pairchild 22 Airplane. 
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Figure 4.- Calibration of air-speed installation. 


